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Ultimate Guide To All the Information You Want On
Block Printed Kurtas And Types of Block Prints
One piece of clothing that needs no introduction is the Kurta. It is an everlasting trend that
crosses national boundaries. Kurtas are not limited to any nation, even though they are primarily
associated with India. Generally, a kurta is a long top that ends at the knee.
Kurtas are a single piece of clothing that has evolved. Throughout the ages, this particular
ensemble has seen a transformation. It can include printed kurtas printed in block or plain
kurtas.

Historical Background
Block printed kurtas were popular in the areas of India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, and, to a
lesser extent, Sri Lanka. Images from the past and other archives show both men and women
dressed in block printed kurtas at that period.

The first kurtas were meant for males. According to historical accounts and archives, poets and
scholars in ancient times liked donning kurtas. But over time, kurtas also became a staple piece
of clothing for ladies, and they are still among the most sought-after outfits for women today.

Block Printed Kurtas



Kurtas are available in several styles. The block printed kurtas are the most popular of all of
them. Block printed kurtas are more popular among women. Kurtas with hand block prints are
one such item that dazzles fashionistas. Women have long been fascinated by block printed
kurtas. Whatever their place of origin or cultural background, Whether they are from the United
States, the United Kingdom, Italy, or France, ladies have a strong preference for block printed
kurtas everywhere they go.

Understand the Patterns of Indian Hand Block Prints.
Learn more about the context of the Indian handblock prints that you love.

What is block printing?
The process of printing on carefully carved wooden blocks is known as block printing. Various
types of block printing are used on paper or cloth to accentuate the ethnic appeal of the goods
that are made. Wooden blocks are used by craftspeople to print lovely patterns on fabric.
Hand-block printed kurtas are popular throughout the globe due to their timeless beauty. There
is nothing like the artistic appeal of hand printing.

Different Types Of Block Printed Kurtas

Ajrak
Ajrak is among the most well-known types of block printing. Natural colours derived from
vegetables are the foundation of Ajrakh block printing. The printed fabric's background is indigo
and crimson red, giving it a unique appearance. This type of block printing is widely used in
Pakistan's Sindh, Gujarat, Kutch, and Rajasthan. Buy ethnic suits for women online, and look
elegant and beautiful with block printed kurtas.

https://thejaipurloom.com/product-category/dresses/ethnic/


The most common pattern in Ajrak blocks is dots between two lines. In almost every design, the
radius of these dots is the same. These dots were initially carved out by hand; later, brass nails
were used. This is an essential factor in determining the skill level of the craftsman.

Akola
The Rajasthani city of Udaipur is the centre for this "dabu" block printing type. This ancient art
form's fundamental basis is the "Dabu" art, which translates as the press.
Both conventional objects and natural shapes inspire the designs used in Akola block printing.

Bagh
The Bagh region of Madhya Pradesh is the origin of the traditional block print known as Bagh.
Only natural colours, primarily red and black, were used to dye this hand-block printed fabric.
The Bagh block print is an excellent option if you want to add something ethnic to your wardrobe
to boost the attractiveness of your outfits. The block printed kurtas look great with this
technique. The block printed is also now used in short kurtis; the kurtis with block prints look
elegant and royal. Are you confused about where to buy Indian short kurti? The Jaipur Loom
has a great collection of short kurtis; shop online now!

Bagru
Natural colours are used in a style of hand block printing called "Bagru print" by the "Chippas" of
Bagru, India, who have been practising cloth printing for over a century. All around the world,
these Bagru prints are well recognized. Bagru prints use a unique printing technique, which is in
contrast to ordinary prints. In the traditional printing process, wooden blocks are used. Using a
carved block in the selected colour, the desired pattern is first etched on a wooden block before
repeated on the cloth.

Batik
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The Indonesian technique known as batik involves covering the entire fabric with wax-resist
colouring. This approach originated on the Indonesian island of Java. Batik is made in two ways:
either using a copper stamp known as a cap to print the resist or with a spouted tool called a
canting to draw dots and lines on the resist. Hand-block printed salwar suits look very elegant
and beautiful. Buy a designer suit set online from The Jaipur Loom.
Kalamkari
The unique hand-painted textile known as kalamkari is grown in Andhra Pradesh, India. This
distinctive Indian block print fabric is available in two variants, Machilipatnam and Srikalahasti,
and is created using twenty-three different methods. Kalamkari was once known as Pattachitra,
an art form that is still practised in several parts of India and Nepal, as well as in the
neighbouring state of Odisha. "Pattachitra" is made up of the terms "patta," which means "cloth,"
and "chitra," which means "image."

Kutch
To print an identical pattern on fabric, Kutch black-printed cloth usually involves using many
printing techniques, including the well-known Ajrakh and Batik hand block prints. Developed
about 400 years ago in Kutch, this special technique for block printing has gained a loyal
following.

Sanganeri
Sanganer, a village near Jaipur, Rajasthan's southern area, is the birthplace of the "Sanganeri"
hand-block printing method. This kind of textile printing, which dates back more than five
centuries, continues to be valued by weavers and artisans worldwide. The primary colours used
in block printing are red and yellow, and natural phenomena usually inspire the patterns and
designs. Additionally, organic colours are used in Sanganeri block printing. The sanganeri block
printed kurtas are very famous in the country.
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